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Preface

This is the third volume of the History of Contact Lenses and it basically covers a half-century in the evolution of contact glasses and lenses, starting in 1920 with the first descriptions of glass corneoscleral shells. It continues with the era in which polymethyl methacrylate rapidly superseded glass. Next follow a period during which contact shells where replaced by corneal lenses. This epoch ended around 1970, with their gradual replacement by contact lenses made from other materials. There were soft or rigid and gas-permeable.

For a historian, this ambitious project has meant assembling fifty years of evolving cognitions, placing the facts in a hierarchy without short-changing, mistaking essentials or losing oneself in small detail. The historian has, in fact, to make him invisible behind the subject under study and avoid any temptation to surprise by false transcription or interpretation. He must reproduce this data for transmission, but without betraying the thoughts of the actors or the context in which the facts have been produced or reported.

Nearly 2000 original documents have been studied in order to reconstitute this half-century in the history of development of contact lenses. Essential passages have been quoted, at least, in part. If translated, the original version has been reproduced in order to allow understanding of possible nuances expressed by the authors in their mother tongue. Certain episodes have been finalized by evidence received from the actors themselves, intermediaries and surviving witnesses from the era. These meetings have been wonderful and tremendously useful to me in assembling all types of factual material consulted in libraries, archives and museums.

The reader will be able to judge if the historical reconstitution of the facts has been accurate and truthful. Such is also my sincere wish as author.

Robert Fernand Heitz
M.D. (Ophthalmologist), Ph.D. (Historical Sciences)

23A, Rue Trubner
F 67000 Strasbourg (France)

April 2014
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